Winmeen VAO Mission 100 2018
FAMOUS QUOTES - WHO SAID THIS
QUOTES TAKEN FROM TEXT BOOK
1. Take up one idea, make that one idea your life- think of it, dream of it,
live on that idea. Let the brain, muscles, every part of your body, be full of
that idea, and just leave every other alone. This is the way to success
-SWAMI VIVEKANANDHA
2. Such as thy words are,such will thine affections be esteemed; and such
as thine affections,will be thy deeds; and such as thy deeds will be thy life
- SOCRATES
3. The heights by great men reached and kept
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night.
-HW LONGFELLOW
4. “That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind”
-NEIL ARMSTRONG
5. “Under the wide and starry sky
Dig the grave and let me lie”
- R L STEVENSON
6. “the journey matters as much as the goal. Listen to the sounds of
nature……
Take good care of our fragile planet”
-KALPANA CHAWLA
7. Success does not mean the absence of failures.
It means the attainment of ultimate objectives.
It means winning the war, not every battle.
-EDWIN C BLISS
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8. “One should lift oneself by one’s own efforts and should not degrade
oneself;

for one’s own self is one’s friend, and one ‘s own self is

one’s enemy”
-BHAGAVAD GITA
9. “Envy is ignorance and imitation is suicide”
-RALPH WALDO EMERSON
10. “The rain falls, because there are some good people in that place, but
it benefits everyone who lives there”
-AVVAIYAR
11. “Success is not something to wait for; it is something to work for.”
-JESSICA COX
12. “Arithmetic is numbers you squeeze from your head to your hand to
your pencil to your paper till you get the answer”
-CARL SANDBURG
13. “man is born free but is everywhere in chains”
-JEAN JACQUES ROUSSEAU
14. “The highest result of education is tolerance”
-HELLEN KELLER
15. To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you
something else is the greatest accomplishment
-RALPH WALDO EMERSON
OTHER IMPORTANT QUOTES
“ There are people in the world so hungry, that god cannot appear to
them except in the form of bread”
“ First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight with you,
then you win”
“Be the change that you want to see in the world”
“strength doesnot come from physical capacity. It comes from an
indomitable will
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“my life is my message”
“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.”
- MAHATMA GANDHI
“Hell is a half- filled auditorium”
“ In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes
on.”
-ROBERT FROST
“Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that
counts can be counted.”
“Only two things are infinite, the universe and the human stupitidy,and
im not sure about the former.”
"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important
thing is not to stop questioning”.
-ALBERT EINSTEIN
“ A lie gets half way around the world before the truth has a chance to
get its pants on.”
“ A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity, an optimist sees
the opportunity in every difficulty.”
- SIR WINSTON CHURCHIL
“ Nothing in the world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance and
conscientious stupidity”
-MARTIN LUTHER KING Jr.
“ The only way to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it.”
-OSCAR WILDE
"I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work."
-THOMAS ALWA EDISON
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“ It’s not the size of the dog in fight, it’s the size of the fight in the dog”.
-MARK TWAIN
“when you do the common things in life in an uncommon way, you will
command the attention of the world”
-GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER
"Fill the unforgiving minute with sixty seconds worth of distance run.
“A women’s guess is much more accurate a man’s certainty”
- RUDYARD KIPLING
"The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even
touched - they must be felt with the heart."
-HELEN KELLER
“ Ignorance is always of afraid of change”
“Failure comes only when we forget our deals and objectives and
principles”.
-JAWAHARLAL NEHRU
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